Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The story of self-replicating RNA started with the recognition of the infectious nature of some viral RNA genomes in the 1950s and 1960s \[[@CR1]--[@CR7]\]. The evidence that naked RNA upon introduction into cells is able to promote a full replication cycle including release of infectious virus particles represented the starting point for a new era of research on RNA virus molecular biology and its application. Due to the technical difficulties, RNA is not amenable to site specific manipulation so that reverse genetics systems for RNA viruses always rely on a c DNA intermediate \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\]. First successful approaches towards recovery of replicating viruses from cloned c DNA were published for positive-strand RNA viruses relying on transfection of plasmid DNA containing a virus derived c DNA insert \[[@CR10]\]. Soon afterwards, in vitro transcription and transfection of viral genome-like RNA was described leading to recovery of infectious progeny virus \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\].

Positive-strand RNA viruses were the first RNA viruses amenable to direct genetic manipulation due to their simple strategy of gene expression and replication \[[@CR13]\]. The genomic RNA (vRNA) represents an mRNA able to govern the production of all viral proteins necessary for the initiation of virus replication. Products of the first round of translation of the viral genomic RNA assemble into a replicase complex that polymerizes a minus strand complementary to the genome (c RNA) as a template for the synthesis of additional mRNA molecules. Thus, for all positive- strand RNA viruses the components of the replicase complex have to be translated directly from the genomic RNA. Viral polypeptides not required for RNA replication, which mainly constitute structural proteins, can either also be translated from the genomic RNA or from one or more subgenomic mRNAs transcribed from the negative sense c RNA template, depending on the specific type of virus. Genomes of members of the group using the former expression strategy contain one long open reading frame (ORF). Translation of this RNA leads to a polyprotein that is co-translationally and posttranslationally processed by viral and host cellular proteases. The members of the families and belong to this first group (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The second group comprises the families , , , and . These viruses are characterized by the subgenomic RNAs used for expression of part of their genes (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast to the first group, the replicase genes of these viruses are located in the 5′ part of the genome upstream of the structural genes. For all of these viruses the subgenomic RNAs are 3′ co-terminal with the genomic RNA.Fig. 1Genome structures and gene expression strategies of different positive strand RNA viruses. Schematic representation of the RNA species found in cells infected with the indicated viruses. For flaviviruses and picornaviruses, only RNA of genome size is generated. The RNA with positive polarity (genome orientation) is translated into one polyprotein that is subsequently processed into the viral proteins. Togaviruses and caliciviruses transcribe one RNA of subgenomic length encoding the structural proteins. Coronaviruses and arteriviruses use multiple subgenomic mRNAs for expression of structural and accessory proteins. RNA in coding orientation (mRNA sense) is represented by *black bars* whereas *grey bars* symbolize negative strand intermediates of viral genome replication. The location of structural and nonstructural genes in the viral genomes is indicated

The possibility to recover self-replicating viral RNA from cloned c DNA sequences opened a window to sophisticated studies on the mechanisms of RNA virus replication. Moreover, this knowledge was crucial for establishment of rationally attenuated viruses as well as development of strategies for use of self-replicating RNA expressing foreign genes for vaccine purposes and other applications. In this chapter, we present the technical principles used for establishment of self-replicating RNA and selected examples for its application in the context of vaccine development.

Methods for Establishment of Self-Replicating RNAs {#Sec2}
==================================================

Basic Strategies: A Historical Review {#Sec3}
-------------------------------------

Due to the greater instability of (single stranded) RNA versus DNA and the wealth of techniques for DNA manipulation in contrast to the difficulties of direct RNA manipulation recombinant virus systems are based on DNA constructs, even in the case of RNA viruses where these systems rely on c DNA of the viral RNA. Due to the infectious nature of the positive strand RNA virus genome reverse genetics systems for positive strand RNA viruses need not be much more complicated than to be a way to deliver genome-like RNA into cells for successful replication of said RNA and for virus recovery. The history of reverse genetic systems for positive strand RNA viruses highlights the pitfalls that may be encountered in the design of a reverse genetic system and show solutions how to circumvent these difficulties. Some of these difficulties are covalently linked to the genome structures found in different positive strand RNA virus families. The genome can be capped or linked to a so-called VPg-protein or contain a naked 5′ end. The 3′ end can form loop structures or be a poly-A tail as would be expected for mRNAs. Depending on the virus the correct 5′ and 3′ end is very important as they can be crucial for replication and/or translation, or the production of subgenomic RNA (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

The first infectious c DNA clone of a eukaryotic virus was a c DNA clone for poliovirus \[[@CR10]\]. This construct had the complete c DNA-sequence including a 37 residue poly (A) tail in the plasmid pBR322 and yielded infectious virus particles upon transfection in mammalian cells. This first construct did not contain a dedicated promoter to ensure the transcription of viral RNA, but nevertheless led to enough RNA expression for virus recovery. Three years later, the performance of poliovirus c DNA clones could be significantly ameliorated through the introduction of SV40 transcription and replication signals and transfection of the resulting construct into cells expressing the SV40 large T antigen \[[@CR14]\], thus ensuring replication of the DNA-plasmid in eukaryotic cells leading to a higher yield of viral RNA and recovered virus (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, left part). For other picornaviruses, cloning the c DNA into a bacterial plasmid was not enough to establish constructs leading to the production of infectious virus progeny. Indeed, the first c DNA clone for rhinovirus type 14 failed to produce infectious viral particles, but addition of an SP6 bacteriophage promoter upstream of the c DNA combined with in vitro transcription of the c DNA, produced RNA that led to infectious progeny upon transfection into cells \[[@CR12]\] (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, middle). An equivalent approach was also used in the reverse genetics system for brome mosaic virus, which consists of three plasmids containing the c DNAs to the three viral genomic RNAs immediately downstream of a λ-phage promoter to drive in vitro transcription. Combined transfection of the three in vitro- transcribed RNAs led to virus infection in plants \[[@CR11]\].Fig. 2Different strategies to generate reverse genetic systems for positive strand RNA viruses. *Upper part*: Viral RNA can either be obtained from purified virus particles or from infected cells trough total RNA extraction. c DNA of the viral genome can be generated using a specific primer complementary to the 3′ end of the viral genome if the sequence is known, oligo-d(T) primers for polyadenylated genomes or random priming in case of unknown sequences. RNA can also be used in high throughput sequencing approaches to determine the viral genomic sequence including the genomic ends. *Middle part*: To obtain efficient reverse genetics systems the c DNA needs to be cloned downstream of promoter sequences. This can either be a RNA polymerase II promoter if the vRNA shall be transcribed in the nucleus of transfected cells, or bacteriophage promoters like T7 for in vitro transcription. When possible, the c DNA is assembled in one full length construct (*left*). Alternatively, the c DNA can be cloned in fragments into different plasmids to avoid instability or to break down large genomes to sizes that are more amenable to manipulation (*right*). *Lower part*: From full length plasmids containing a eukaryotic promoter vRNA will be transcribed by the cellular machinery upon transfection of the c DNA construct. After export of the RNA into the cytoplasm its translation will provide the viral proteins necessary for replication (*left*). Full length plasmids with bacteriophage promoters are linearized before RNA synthesis via run-off in vitro transcription (*middle*). When the viral c DNA is cloned in several fragments, the complete c DNA needs first to be assembled into a full length c DNA template by in vitro ligation to obtain a template for in vitro transcription (*right*). The resulting RNA is transfected into cells where it is translated. In all cases translation of the RNA within transfected cells generates the viral replicase proteins that are necessary and sufficient to initiate virus replication and production of viral particles

Another problem encountered in the generation of reverse genetic systems was the fact that some plasmids containing viral c DNA were unstable in and/or induced cytotoxicity. In many cases, cytotoxicity or instability of the viral c DNA could be countered successfully by use of low copy plasmids with for example P15A origins of replication restricting the plasmid copy number to 1 or very few per cell. This approach was successful in all of the first infectious clones for pestiviruses (ncpBVDV, cpBVDV, and CSFV) \[[@CR15]--[@CR18]\] but failed in case of yellow fever virus ( YFV) . This problem led to the development of a strategy using two or more plasmids, each of which contained a different part of the virus-derived c DNA. The first YFV infectious c DNA clone (17D vaccine strain, first flavivirus infectious clone at all) consisted of two separated fragments corresponding to the 5′ and 3′ half of the genome, respectively. Infectious RNA was generated through in vitro ligation of the two fragments followed by in vitro transcription \[[@CR19]\] (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} right part).

Correct 5′ end 3′ ends of the viral genome are often very important for the success of a reverse genetics system, as many viruses rely on special structures at their termini for replication and/or translation. All systems described above used restriction enzyme sites introduced directly downstream of the viral c DNA to linearize the plasmids before run-off in vitro transcription to obtain RNA 3′ ends identical or as similar as possible to those of the viral genome. With regard to the 5′ end of the RNA the use of bacteriophage promoters (mostly T7 or SP6) allowed to transcribe RNA with a marginally modified or even the desired start since only a 5′ G residue is necessary for efficient transcription by these enzymes. All infectious c DNA clones for members of the were established with a T7 promoter directly upstream of the genomic c DNA and a blunt cutting restriction enzyme with a recognition site that directly overlaps the 3′ end of the genome to allow run-off in vitro transcription resulting in RNA identical to viral genomic RNA \[[@CR15]--[@CR19]\].

As an alternative to in vitro ligation of c DNA fragments an interesting approach based on reconstitution of full length viral genomic RNA via intracellular RNA recombination has been developed. RNA recombination is a naturally occurring process and very widespread in RNA viruses. It gives rise to new virus variants such as the cytopathic biotype of pestiviruses \[[@CR20]--[@CR24]\]. Recombination of RNA of positive strand RNA viruses that replicate in the cytoplasm of infected cells, is different from DNA recombination or cellular RNA splicing, in which dedicated cellular machinery joins the ends of the respective nucleic acids. Recombination of cytoplasmic RNA is thought to occur either through template switching by the RNA-dependent polymerase during genome replication or through breakage of the RNA and joining with other RNA ends \[[@CR22]\]. Several experiments with pestivirus and poliovirus mutants have shown that RNA recombination can happen independently of active RNA replication \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\]. In these experiments RNA fragments that each encoded only part of the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase were co-transfected into cells and were sufficient to lead to the recovery of infectious virus. The fact that intracellular recombination of viral RNA occurs rather frequently has been used as a tool to manipulate viral genomes not (yet) accessible to reverse genetics systems by c DNA clones or similar approaches via recombination of (mutated) genome fragments \[[@CR27]--[@CR30]\].

The above mentioned instability of viral full length c DNA clones is in part dependent on the size of the viral genome. The first c DNA clones were established for members of the with genome sizes of about 7.5 kb \[[@CR10], [@CR12], [@CR14]\]. Members of the have genome sizes of 9.5--14 kb. Coronaviruses have the largest RNA genomes and therefore remained inaccessible to reverse genetic systems based on c DNA clones for a long time. Instead, targeted mutagenesis was achieved through recombination of transfected in vitro- transcribed RNA representing only a part of the viral genome and full length viral RNA in infected cells \[[@CR27]--[@CR29]\]. It took 19 years from the first infectious full length c DNA clone of a picornavirus to a full length infectious c DNA clone of a member of the \[[@CR31]\]. The latter construct was for the transmissible gastroenteritis virus ( TGEV) and used a bacterial artificial chromosome ( BAC) to propagate the large virus derived c DNA with low copy number, as parts of the genome were toxic to the bacteria. Furthermore, this c DNA clone contained the TGEV sequence downstream of a cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter and upon transfection of the DNA into cells, viral RNA was produced by the cellular RNA polymerase II, which then led to the production of infectious viral particles. The same year, a second c DNA system for TGEV was published using five separate plasmids which together contained the full length genome and needed to be assembled through in vitro ligation before RNA synthesis \[[@CR32]\]. Yet another approach followed a year later for the avian coronavirus infectious bronchitis virus in which the genomic c DNA was inserted into the genome of vaccinia virus, a large DNA virus from the family *Poxviridae* \[[@CR33]\]. However, also strategies based on the use of RNA recombination are still employed for establishment of recombinant coronaviruses \[[@CR30]\].

Methods to generate the long viral c DNA have changed in the last 35 years. The first approaches were based on c DNA libraries made from purified virion RNA or RNA of infected cells \[[@CR10], [@CR15]--[@CR19], [@CR34]--[@CR36]\]. Later, full length PCR amplification of viral genomes became feasible through the availability of proofreading polymerases that allowed generation of an infectious clone after a single round of reverse transcription, followed by long-range PCR \[[@CR37], [@CR38]\]. With the rapid development of nucleic acid synthesis and high throughput sequencing it is now possible to generate c DNA clones through synthesis of the corresponding DNA sequences simply with the knowledge of the sequence. This was first demonstrated once again with poliovirus, but recently a c DNA clone system based on synthetic plasmids was published for the coronavirus porcine epidemic diarrhea virus \[[@CR39], [@CR40]\].

Road Map to Recovery of Self-Replicating RNA {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------

Development of a strategy for establishment of a reverse genetics system for a new virus, which allows generation of self-replicating RNA and recovery of recombinant virus, requires knowledge on the molecular biology of this virus and a variety of considerations with regard to the final aim of the approach. The first step will usually be the determination of the sequence of the viral genome including the correct 5′ and 3′ ends. The latter information can be obtained by so-called RACE technology (rapid amplification of c DNA ends), PCR based systems that nowadays are provided by different commercial suppliers. The knowledge of the sequence will provide the necessary information on the genome organization which helps to understand the gene expression strategy of the virus. An important question in this context concerns the mechanism promoting initiation of translation and replication of the viral genomic RNA. As described above, translation of the genome is necessary to provide the components of the replicase that starts genome replication and thereby initiates the viral life cycle. Positive strand RNA viruses have developed a variety of strategies to ensure initiation of translation of their RNA \[[@CR41]--[@CR43]\]. In most systems, the infectious c DNA construct can be designed in a way that cis-acting structures important for translation and replication of the genome-like RNA derived from the construct will be equivalent to what is found in the viral genome. There are, however, special cases providing problems. Caliciviruses have a protein called VPg covalently bound to 5′ end of the viral RNA, which functions as a substitute for the cap structure driving translation initiation in eukaryotic mRNAs. This protein is most likely also crucial for the RNA to be accepted as a substrate for RNA replication but cannot be easily linked to in vitro- transcribed viral RNA. Replacing VPg by a standard cap structure was found to be sufficient for translation and initiation of replication of the in vitro- transcribed RNA, but with quite low efficiency \[[@CR36], [@CR44], [@CR45]\].

Similarly, the 3′ end of the viral RNA is important for successful recovery of self-replicating RNA. Many viruses contain a poly(A) tail at the 3′ end and thereby mimic the structure of a standard eukaryotic mRNA ensuring efficient translation. The poly(A) tail should also be important for replication of the viral RNA since it is the sequence at which transcription has to start during minus strand synthesis. Other viral genomes contain no poly(A) but for example specific secondary structures representing important cis-acting elements for both translation and RNA replication. As a general rule, any virus with a genome containing a poly(A) tail should also have such a sequence in its infectious c DNA construct, whereas viruses without a poly(A) tail can be expected to be very sensitive to changes in the sequence at their genomic 3′ end, so that steps should be undertaken to ensure generation of the correct genomic end during transcription.

When the necessary information on the viral genome and strategy of gene expression are available the next point to be decided is where and how transcription of the c DNA construct should occur. For the majority of reverse genetics systems for positive strand RNA viruses the genome-like RNA is generated in vitro and subsequently introduced into cells via transfection. This strategy is characterized by some methodical advantages, especially the simple generation of correct end sequences through use of bacteriophage RNA polymerases and "run-off" transcription. The transcription procedure was improved over the years so that highly efficient kits yielding large amounts of RNA became commercially available. The most common promoters used in in vitro transcription systems are the phage promoters T7 and SP6. These can be placed immediately upstream of the c DNA sequence ensuring a correct 5′ end of the resulting RNA. To obtain capped transcripts either a cap analog (like m7G(5′)ppp(5′)G) has to be included in the in vitro transcription reaction or the RNA needs to be capped after the in vitro transcription (using vaccinia virus derived capping systems). If the genomic RNA should contain a poly-A tail this needs to be either included in the template construct or added after transcription using a poly(A) polymerase . The second choice adds yet another step to the generation of the RNA and thus might reduce yield.

The above mentioned ways to introduction of a cap structure into in vitro-transcribed RNA work with only rather low efficiency. Thus, the alternative strategy relying on transfection of the plasmid DNA followed by in vivo transcription of the genome-like RNA can be advantageous when the production of capped transcripts is necessary, since RNA produced in transfected cells is 5′ capped and 3′ polyadenylated by cellular enzymes. A problem with this approach is the relatively high chance of further post-transcriptional modification of the RNA like splicing, which could abrogate any infectivity. To obtain correct genomic ends for non-polyadenylated viruses with this approach ribozyme sequences such as the hepatitis delta ribozyme can be added at the ends, which will cleave themselves off and leave the correct terminus \[[@CR46]\]. In fact, reverse genetics systems for positive strand RNA viruses using direct transfection of DNA into cells are much rarer than in vitro transcription based approaches.

An interesting alternative combining features of the in vitro transcription system with the advantages of DNA transfection is based on helper viruses like the vaccinia virus MVA- T7. Cells infected with the latter virus contain bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase expressed by MVA- T7 which upon introduction of plasmid constructs with T7 promoters will transcribe the desired RNA in the cytoplasm of the cell which avoids nuclear location and the danger of unwanted splicing of the RNA product. The defined start site of T7 based transcription allows for an easy production of the correct 5′ end just as during in vitro transcription. Insertion of ribozyme sequences into the plasmid can ensure the formation of the desired defined 3′ end of the transcript. Since vaccinia virus replicates in the cytoplasm it expresses enzymes that cap and polyadenylate its own transcripts efficiently, which is also true for the T7 transcripts. The final result is the efficient production of a capped and polyadenylated transcript with correct ends within the cell which can lead to superior performance compared to in vitro transcription/ transfection of RNA \[[@CR45]\].

As mentioned before instability of viral sequences in E. coli while propagating the c DNA plasmids can be countered by different measures. It is preferable to use low copy plasmids or BACs to minimize the amount of plasmids with toxic sequences in the bacteria. Moreover, BACs can carry large inserts and thus are suitable for every positive strand RNA virus genome including those of coronaviruses. Sequences that seem to be deleterious for the propagation in E. coli can be disrupted by strategically placed intron sequences, if virus recovery is achieved via plasmid transfection into cells and intracellular RNA synthesis through RNA polymerase II. The intron will be spliced out of the produced RNA regenerating the viral sequence within the cells. This approach was employed in the production of a TGEV infectious clone \[[@CR47]\].

Taken together, the establishment of systems for generation of self-replicating RNAs and recovery of infectious recombinant positive strand RNA viruses are in principle straight forward today but have to pay attention to the individual features of the respective system and the aims to be achieved. Depending on the system, more rarely used strategies like RNA recombination based generation of mutants might show up as the feasible solution. In fact, system specific problems had to be solved during development of almost any reverse genetics system that is routinely used now but the available repertoire of possible solutions for such problems will facilitate such approaches in the future.

Use of Self-Replicating RNA for Vaccine Purposes {#Sec5}
================================================

The development of techniques allowing the recovery of self-replicating viral RNA from c DNA was not only a milestone for basic research on RNA virus biology but also opened a door to new approaches towards modified live vaccines against viral diseases. In contrast to the traditional ways relying for attenuation on elaborate passaging of viruses in tissue culture cells or unusual host animals, reverse genetics systems allow for defined mutagenesis and rational attenuation.

Vaccines Based on Full Length Viral RNA {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------

Pestiviruses represent a good example for different approaches towards live attenuated viral vaccines. Members of the genus are economically important pathogens of farm animals that are grouped in the family together with their closest relatives, the hepaciviruses. Most important pestiviruses are the classical swine fever virus ( CSFV) and the bovine viral diarrhea virus ( BVDV) \[[@CR48]\]. All members of the *Flaviviridae* are enveloped viruses with positive strand RNA genomes containing one long open reading frame. The economic impact of pestiviruses results at least in part from causing a wide range of pregnancy disorders and persistent infection due to their ability to cross the placenta in pregnant animals \[[@CR48]\]. Persistently infected animals represent an important reservoir for virus spread. Vaccination represents a feasible means to interrupt the cycle of transmission as long as the vaccines do not only prevent disease but also fetal transmission of the pathogens. To fulfill the latter demand pestivirus vaccines have to be very potent.

The so-called CSFV C-strain represents an example of a successful pestivirus vaccine. It is a traditional modified live vaccine that was attenuated via serial passages in rabbit cells resulting in a very safe and efficient vaccine virus with so far undefined basis of attenuation. The latter is also true for different live BVDV strains used for vaccination in various countries worldwide. As an important disadvantage of these vaccines the attenuated viruses can still cross the placenta and infect the fetus in pregnant animals which in case of the conventional live BVDV vaccines can even lead to abortion. Using a reverse genetics approach we were able to establish a BVDV mutant with defined genomic deletions of nonessential sequences that knocked out two viral factors interfering with the host's type 1 interferon response without significantly impairing viral replication \[[@CR49]\]. As a consequence of these changes affecting viral mechanisms blocking the innate immune response to BVDV infection not only complete attenuation of the mutant virus was observed but also the inability to infect the fetus in pregnant animals, the prerequisite for pregnancy disorders and persistent infection.

Another approach based on deletion of nonessential sequences was described for coronaviruses. Members of the family represent important pathogens of man and animals among which SARS and MERS coronavirus (SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV) are best known \[[@CR50], [@CR51]\]. As outlined above, coronaviruses have by far the largest known RNA genomes which encode not only essential but also some nonessential accessory proteins. Deletion of five of the eight group-specific ORFs (ORF3a, OF3b, ORF6, ORF7a, and ORF7b), either alone or in various combinations, from the SARS-CoV genomic RNA did not result in clear indications for attenuation in a mouse model. In contrast, a viable SARS-CoV mutant lacking the sequence coding for the E protein (ORF4) was recovered that exhibited reduced virulence in two animal models probably by enhanced response of the immune response to the infection \[[@CR52]--[@CR56]\]. E represents one of the membrane bound structural proteins of the virus and is involved in virion assembly and release. Such deletion mutants are still being characterized and improved but might provide a basis for the development of coronavirus vaccines in the future.

Not only deletion of sequences but also exchange of genomic fragments between related viruses is easily done via reverse genetics and can lead to attenuation and other desired features. As an example, a chimeric pestivirus was established as a vaccine against classical swine fever (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This concept was based on the replacement of the region coding for the major envelope protein E2 of a BVDV genome by the corresponding sequence of CSFV. The resulting virus CP7_E2alf was only able to infect pigs and thus displayed the tropism of CSFV. The chimeric virus was fully attenuated but nevertheless induced strong protective immunity \[[@CR57]--[@CR59]\]. As an important further advantage, the configuration of this chimera allows for serologic differentiation between vaccinated animals and those having been infected by a CSFV field virus, a feature of major importance for control and eradication programs in veterinary medicine.Fig. 3Generation of a chimeric viral genome from two parental RNAs. On the level of a c DNA construct, one protein-coding sequence is replaced by the corresponding gene of the other virus (principle used for the pestivirus vaccine CP7_E2alf \[[@CR58]\]). internal ribosome entry site

Similar approaches as for CP7_E2alf were also used for members of the genus in the family . The first approach employed the yellow fever virus ( YFV) vaccine strain 17D, a virus developed in 1936 by empirical passage. YFV 17D is a very effective and safe vaccine that was found to highly trigger the innate immune response which helps driving the adaptive immune response to long lasting protective immunity \[[@CR60]--[@CR63]\]. Therefore, YFV 17D was chosen as backbone for a chimeric Japanese encephalitis/yellow fever virus vaccine (ChimeriVax™-JE) in which the surface protein prM/E coding region of YFV was replaced by the corresponding but modified JEV sequence resulting in a safe and effective vaccine launched by the end of 2012 (trade name IMOJEV™) \[[@CR64]\]. Similar constructs in the 17D background were established with prM-E sequences from West Nile virus or the four dengue virus (DENV) genotypes and tested as vaccine candidates \[[@CR65]--[@CR69]\]. Also chimeric DENV composed of sequences from two different DENV genotypes and encompassing attenuating mutations were established and tested, as well as chimeras of DENV with tick-borne encephalitis virus sequences \[[@CR70], [@CR71]\].

The chimeric approach has also been followed in vaccine trials in alphaviruses, another group of positive strand RNA viruses belonging to the family . Low virulent Sindbis virus provided the backbone for these approaches that used exchange of the complete structural protein coding regions with sequences from highly virulent alphaviruses like Eastern or Western or Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus (EEE or WEE or VEE). The chimerization process itself led to significant attenuation of the resulting viruses that were found to be highly immunogenic (for review, *see* ref. [@CR72]). Nevertheless, the safety issue is a major concern in such approaches since biomarkers for the attenuation of Sindbis virus are not known and small animal models for testing virulence in most cases not adequate to evaluate attenuation in humans. Further research is needed to fully evaluate these vaccine candidates.

It has to be stressed that all the approaches described above employ self-replicating RNAs that represent either full length viral genomes or such RNA with deletion of nonessential sequences. Accordingly, these constructs allow the recovery of infectious virus particles. As presented above, introduction of the in vitro-transcribed recombinant RNA into a cell via transfection starts its autonomous replication leading to release of infectious viruses that after amplification in tissue culture serve as vaccine. Upon administration, the immune response is triggered because the vaccine virus mimics all steps of a field virus infection but without induction of significant symptoms.

Replicons as Vaccines {#Sec7}
---------------------

The use of fully replication competent recombinant viruses bears a certain risk of reversion to virulence. Depending on the type of attenuating mutations this risk can be significant or only theoretically relevant as for viruses containing more than one deletion. Introduction of deletions into RNA virus genomes can lead to recovery of attenuated viruses in some special cases but will in most cases result in RNAs that are no longer able to promote the generation of infectious progeny. As long as the deletions do not concern the sequences responsible for replication of the RNA, such mutant RNAs will behave as replicons that amplify autonomously when introduced into a cell and lead to translation of significant amounts of the encoded proteins. A typical replicon approach is based on deletion of sequences coding for one or more structural components of the virus (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Such replicons were important tools for research on RNA replication of for example pestiviruses and hepaciviruses \[[@CR73], [@CR74]\]. For pestiviruses, replicons have also been tested in vaccination approaches \[[@CR75]\]. In all cases, essential sequences were deleted from the genomes so that the vaccine candidates need complementation in trans by stably transfected cells providing the missing factors. Infection of a host organism with the virus particles secreted from these complementing cells represents a dead-end since no infectious virus can be released from non-complementing cells. Thus, these vaccines cross the border between live attenuated viruses and killed vaccines exhibiting safety features at least very close to killed vaccines. The big advantage over killed vaccines is the ability to express viral proteins within cells leading to MHC presentation of viral peptides and activation of a T-cell response in addition to the humoral response.Fig. 4Genome structure of a replicon. Deletion of a structural protein- coding region from the viral genome (represented by a *dotted line*) without interrupting the reading frame results in an RNA able to replicate autonomously within cells but deficient in production of infectious progeny

An interesting example of a further developed replicon approach is found in flaviviruses with the so-called pseudo-infectious vaccines. Integration of deletions of different length into the capsid protein coding region of the viral genomes results in autonomously replicating RNAs that are no longer able to promote the generation of infectious virus particles \[[@CR72], [@CR76], [@CR77]\]. However, cells harboring these replicons will secrete large amounts of immunogenic prM/E particles. Propagation of such replicons in stably transfected cells providing the missing C protein in trans leads to virus-like particles able to conduct a single round of infection with highly efficient establishment of cells producing the prM/E particles. As a further approach, a DNA based vaccination has been developed that relies on two separate plasmids, one containing a c DNA representing the capsid-deleted viral genome and another expressing the missing capsid protein \[[@CR72]\]. Cells that have taken up both plasmids will not only translate and present viral sequences but will also release infectious virus particles that can infect further cells leading to an enhanced stimulus of the immune system. Again, chimeric approaches with replicon backbones derived from one flavivirus species and prM/E coding sequences from another species have been tested successfully \[[@CR72]\].

Self-Replicating RNAs as Vectors for Expression of Foreign Genes {#Sec8}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The chimeric systems described above represent a special case of a more general approach towards vaccines based on self-replicating RNA that contain foreign sequences. Similar to the chimeric constructs mentioned before the replacement of viral protein-coding sequences by foreign genes can be used to express the desired proteins for immunization. In contrast to the chimeric viruses with a structural protein exchange between closely related viruses, such constructs will usually not yield autonomously propagating infectious viruses but replicons harboring non related sequences instead of the original structural proteins. Alternatively, the foreign sequences can be inserted into the viral genome as additional information without loss of essential viral functions so that fully replication-competent recombinant viruses can be produced. A prerequisite for the successful establishment of such self-replicating RNAs expressing foreign genes is the development of a strategy for integration and expression of the latter sequences without disturbing the autonomous replication of the RNA. Due to the fact that positive strand RNA viruses use expression strategies based on translation of polyproteins and subsequent proteolytic processing, the integration of foreign sequences into a viral open reading frame has to be combined with a specific processing step. A common approach avoiding fusion of significant numbers of unwanted residues to the proteins of interest is to place the foreign sequence at the 5′ end of the viral ORF and insert the foot and mouth disease virus (FMDV) 2A- coding region between the foreign sequence and the viral polyprotein (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). FMDV 2A is a short peptide of 18 amino acids that is able to induce an irregular stop and restart of translation \[[@CR78], [@CR79]\]. In fact, 2A provokes an interruption of the polyprotein translation at its own carboxy terminus leading to release of an upstream protein fragment with 2A at its C-terminus and restart of translation with the proline following 2A in the polyprotein, so that the viral proteins following downstream are free of any added residues. An elegant approach avoiding any fusion of unwanted residues relies on the establishment of bicistronic RNAs. In such constructs the foreign sequence is usually also placed at the 5′ end of the ORF with a stop codon at the desired end of the translated region. Instead of a protein coding region ensuring processing of proteins an internal ribosome entry site ( IRES) is integrated between foreign sequence and the viral ORF (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR74], [@CR80]\]. The foreign sequence is expressed using the strategy that initiates translation of the viral proteins in the wt virus. Its translation terminates at a stop codon at the 3′ end. The IRES recruits ribosomes to the start site at the 5′ end of the viral ORF and thereby promotes translation of the proteins necessary for replication of the recombinant RNA. An alternative arrangement has been published for BVDV, in which IRES and foreign sequence are placed in the 3′ NTR (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR81]\].Fig. 5Expression of a foreign protein from a viral genome via the viral polyprotein. The foreign sequence is inserted at the 5′ end of the viral ORF followed by a sequence coding for the FMDV 2A that promotes the separation of the foreign protein from the viral polyprotein during translation of the recombinant RNA Fig. 6Schematic representation of bicistronic self-replicating RNAs. On *top*, a standard positive strand virus genome with a single long open reading frame is shown (similar to RNA of picornaviruses or pestiviruses). Foreign sequences can be inserted together with a second IRES (internal ribosome entry site) instead of structural protein-coding sequences (bicistronic replicon---*middle*) or as insertion (bicistronic virus, *bottom panel*)

Similarly, viruses like alphaviruses that use subgenomic RNAs for expression of their structural proteins can be adapted to expression of foreign sequences with an approach relying on the standard genome organization and expression strategy of the viruses. The viral RNA contains promoter sequences that recruit the viral RNA polymerase to internal sites of the minus strand RNA replication intermediate and start transcription of a mRNA of subgenomic length \[[@CR82], [@CR83]\]. Replacing the viral structural protein coding sequence downstream of this internal promoter with the desired foreign sequence will lead to a replicon that transcribes an mRNA coding for the foreign protein (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Alternatively, the subgenomic RNA promoter can be duplicated and inserted together with the desired foreign sequence as an additional cistron into the viral genomic RNA thereby preserving its ability to drive the generation of infectious replication competent virus particles. Based on these principles, a variety of vaccine strategies has been developed \[[@CR71]\].Fig. 7Strategies to express foreign sequences in alphaviruses. On *top*, a standard alphavirus genome is shown. It contains two open reading frames, the second of which is expressed from as subgenomic mRNA transcribed under control of the subgenomic promoter (sg Prom). Replacement of the structural protein coding second ORF by a foreign sequence will lead to a replicon expressing the desired protein (*middle*), whereas insertion of the foreign sequence downstream of a duplicated sg promoter generates a recombinant virus expressing the desired sequence via a second sg mRNA (*bottom*). *See* also Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}

As a matter of fact, basically all approaches using self-replicating RNA for vaccination employ packaging of the RNA into virions or virus-like particles. The reason for this preference over naked or stabilized RNA is based on the extraordinary performance of the viral infection machinery resulting in highly efficient delivery of the RNA into cells. Since self-replicating RNAs derived from viral genomes exhibit the intrinsic property for specific packaging into viral particles, the use of this strategy is easy and straight forward. It has, however, to be mentioned that many virus particles display quite limited stability so that approaches relying on stabilized RNA could well be advantageous in certain situations especially when a cold chain during transport and delivery cannot be provided. An interesting opportunity for the future could be a vaccine formulation containing the RNA genome of a fully replication competent attenuated virus in stabilized form so that infectious virus is generated in the vaccinee upon administration. This approach would combine the superior resistance of stabilized RNA with the efficacy of a modified live viral vaccine.
